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Here you can find the menu of Morton's Coffee Lounge in Perth Kinross. At the moment, there are 17 courses
and drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Rosie Hunt likes about Morton's

Coffee Lounge:
we go to this beautiful coffee lounge when we visit pitlochry. eating is excellent, well cooked, delicious hot, so the
coffee is very good price. the staff are first-class, very friendly they are especially welcome in these times. table

chairs are immaculately clean, so the toilets. we are always looking forward to our lunch. read more. The
restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in pleasant weather, and there is no-

charge WiFi. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for customers with wheelchairs or
physical disabilities. What Adventure21970771572 doesn't like about Morton's Coffee Lounge:

We are locals. This was recently taken over and was previously excellent but no longer I'm afraid. Service was
not great, we waited 10 mintutes for a menu then new customers in an adjacent table were served first. We had
to then ask for a menu. The sandwich was OK but the lentil soup was so salty if was pretty much inedible. Would
not go back. read more. If you want to eat something tasty quickly, Morton's Coffee Lounge from Perth Kinross

offers fine sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks, as well as cold and hot beverages, Generally, the
dishes are prepared in a short time and fresh for you. If you decide to come for breakfast, a tasty brunch is

ready for you, The guests of the restaurant also appreciate the large selection of various coffee and tea
specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

Soup�
LINSENSUPPE

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Drink�
DRINKS

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

FLAT WHITE COFFEE

COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CHOCOLATE

FRUIT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SOUP

PANINI

SANDWICH
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